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1 Eskale

2 Economical Institute

3 Societal Institute

4 Educational Institute

5 Symbol of Home
Eskale

Major component

Souy - platform

Marti-n-aen - main canal

Faeshe - Jar

Mitar - well

Farag - Tunnel from the river to the eskale well

Argade - the wheels toothed

Diiw - Water wheel

Sablo - Water basin

Tokom - Drivers seat

Moshog - Brake

Tore - Axel
Eskale
An economical institution

Miseed - communal home

Eskrad - Store

Awrad - process of farming

Fagid - Division
Eskale as a societal institution

- Tabid - Blacksmith
- Bogdo - Potter
- Aayar - First crop donation
- Sigir - The boat
- Fasa - Voluntary group work
- Todan - Partnership
As an educational institution

School

Joint ownership
Activity
Group work
Communal life
Neat organization
Animal respect
Self-respect & reliance
Elder respect
Other people right respect
Time respect
Eskale as a symbol of home

Irki

Integrity
Conformity
Peace
Self-steam
Pride
Continuity
Identity